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COMMENTARY COMMENTARY 

SSri Lanka’s political debate on the ethnicri Lanka’s political debate on the ethnic
questions seems to continue with noquestions seems to continue with no

consensus among political forces as to theconsensus among political forces as to the
nature of the post-civil war state. It appearsnature of the post-civil war state. It appears
that history is repeating itself, with oldthat history is repeating itself, with old
prejudices, mistrust and ideologies re-prejudices, mistrust and ideologies re-
emerging and shaping how ethnic elitesemerging and shaping how ethnic elites
approach the questions of political approach the questions of political reform.reform.

Two key ideas seem to frame the terms of Two key ideas seem to frame the terms of 
the debate. The UPFA government and thethe debate. The UPFA government and the
TNA are the protagonists of these ideasTNA are the protagonists of these ideas
that have shaped two contendingthat have shaped two contending
perspectives.According to the governme-perspectives.According to the governme-
nt’s understanding, Sri Lanka’s ethnicnt’s understanding, Sri Lanka’s ethnic
conflict no longer exists. With the militaryconflict no longer exists. With the military
defeat of the LTTE in May 2009, thedefeat of the LTTE in May 2009, the
‘terrorism’ problem has been resolved. The‘terrorism’ problem has been resolved. The
task now is to focus on economic andtask now is to focus on economic and
infrastructure development in the Northinfrastructure development in the North
and East. The government’s strategy forand East. The government’s strategy for
nation-building in the post-war context isnation-building in the post-war context is
to give priority to economic integration of to give priority to economic integration of 
the North with the rest the North with the rest of the country.of the country.

The TNA, in contrast, gives primacy to The TNA, in contrast, gives primacy to thethe
politics of the ethnic conflict. It wants thepolitics of the ethnic conflict. It wants the
government to recognize the centrality of government to recognize the centrality of 
political demands of Tamils for regionalpolitical demands of Tamils for regional
autonomy. Expanding the existingautonomy. Expanding the existing
devolution framework through giving moredevolution framework through giving more
powers to provincial councils – aspowers to provincial councils – as
envisaged in the formula called ‘Thirteenthenvisaged in the formula called ‘Thirteenth
Amendment plus’ – is the core demand of Amendment plus’ – is the core demand of 
the TNA.the TNA.

In recent months, there have been talksIn recent months, there have been talks
between the UPFA government and thebetween the UPFA government and the
TNA to arrive at a compromise on theTNA to arrive at a compromise on the
question of how Sri Lanka’s post-civil warquestion of how Sri Lanka’s post-civil war
political trajectory should be mapped out.political trajectory should be mapped out.
Not surprisingly, talks have not producedNot surprisingly, talks have not produced
any positive outcome. As repeatedlyany positive outcome. As repeatedly
happened in past negotiations, too, the twohappened in past negotiations, too, the two
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sides have only discovered in talks howsides have only discovered in talks how
sharp and perhaps unbridgeable theirsharp and perhaps unbridgeable their
differences are.differences are.

The government is also under continuingThe government is also under continuing
international pressure to work out a politicalinternational pressure to work out a political
settlement in cooperation with the TNA.settlement in cooperation with the TNA.
India, the USA and the EU countries areIndia, the USA and the EU countries are
the source of this international pressure.the source of this international pressure.
Issues of accountability and investigationsIssues of accountability and investigations
into human rights and humanitarian issuesinto human rights and humanitarian issues
occurred during the last months of the waroccurred during the last months of the war
is also another key area of continuingis also another key area of continuing
international concern. The government’sinternational concern. The government’s
initial strategy of ignoring this largelyinitial strategy of ignoring this largely
WWestern pressure seems to estern pressure seems to have exhaustedhave exhausted
its efficacy. Although the West may beits efficacy. Although the West may be
getting increasingly preoccupied with Libyagetting increasingly preoccupied with Libya
and Syria, Sri Lanka may not disappear fromand Syria, Sri Lanka may not disappear from
its agenda of concerns.its agenda of concerns.

The prudent option for the UPFAThe prudent option for the UPFA
government is to work on the reform frontgovernment is to work on the reform front
through stages. The withdrawal of thethrough stages. The withdrawal of the
Emergency is, to use a cliché, a step in theEmergency is, to use a cliché, a step in the
right direction. The government would of right direction. The government would of 
course be ill-advised if it tries to bringcourse be ill-advised if it tries to bring
through the backdoor into normal law somethrough the backdoor into normal law some
of the emergency provisions. Eventualof the emergency provisions. Eventual
relaxatirelaxation and withdrawaon and withdrawal of the PTl of the PTA A wouldwould
also help the government to restorealso help the government to restore
democratic normalcy in the democratic normalcy in the countrycountry..

Balancing democracy and national securityBalancing democracy and national security
may be a difficult challenge. Yet, themay be a difficult challenge. Yet, the
credibility of the government will largelycredibility of the government will largely
depend on its capacity and depend on its capacity and willingness forwillingness for
democratic normalization in the post-civildemocratic normalization in the post-civil
war transition to peace.war transition to peace.

It is in this context that the question of It is in this context that the question of 
political reform assumes greater salience.political reform assumes greater salience.
Past experience shows that the incapacityPast experience shows that the incapacity
of regimes to reform the state has led to aof regimes to reform the state has led to a

continuing crisis of the state, ultimatelycontinuing crisis of the state, ultimately
leading to the separatist civil war. Thereleading to the separatist civil war. There
were excuses before and durinwere excuses before and during the war notg the war not
to reform the Sri Lankan state to addressto reform the Sri Lankan state to address
minority political demands. If new excusesminority political demands. If new excuses
are produced in the absence of the LTTEare produced in the absence of the LTTE
and the civil war threat to the state, it isand the civil war threat to the state, it is
likely that history will repeat itself in thatlikely that history will repeat itself in that
sphere as well, in some sphere as well, in some new forms.new forms.
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